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Abstract

text classification is feasible. We use Variational
Autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013)
to learn representations from unlabeled text in an
unsupervised fashion by encoding individual sentences as low-dimensional vectors in latent space.
In addition to mapping input sequences into latent space, the VAE can also learn to generate new
instances from this space. We utilize these abilities to generate new examples for active learning
from a region in latent space where the classifier is
most uncertain, and hand them over to the annotator who then provides labels for the newly created
instances.
We test our approach in a text classification
setup with a real human annotator in the loop. Our
experiments show that query synthesis for NLP
is not only feasible but can outperform other AL
strategies in a sentiment classification task with respect to annotation time.
The paper is structured as follows. We first review related work (§2) and introduce a formal description of the problem (§3). Then we describe
our approach (§4), present the experiments (§5)
and analyze the results (§6). We discuss limitations and possible further experiments (§7) and finally conclude our findings (§8).

Active learning (AL) is a technique for reducing manual annotation effort during the annotation of training data for machine learning classifiers. For NLP tasks, pool-based and
stream-based sampling techniques have been
used to select new instances for AL while generating new, artificial instances via Membership Query Synthesis was, up to know, considered to be infeasible for NLP problems.
We present the first successful attempt to use
Membership Query Synthesis for generating
AL queries for natural language processing,
using Variational Autoencoders for query generation. We evaluate our approach in a text
classification task and demonstrate that query
synthesis shows competitive performance to
pool-based AL strategies while substantially
reducing annotation time.
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Introduction

Active learning (AL) has the potential to substantially reduce the amount of labeled instances
needed to reach a certain classifier performance
in supervised machine learning. It works by selecting new instances that are highly informative
for the classifier, so that comparable classification accuracies can be obtained on a much smaller
training set. AL strategies can be categorized into
pool-based sampling, stream-based sampling and
Membership Query Synthesis (MQS). The first
two strategies sample new instances either from
a data pool or from a stream of data. The third,
MQS, generates artificial AL instances from the
region of uncertainty of the classifier. While it is
known that MQS can reduce the predictive error
rate more quickly than pool-based sampling (Ling
and Du, 2008), so far it has not been used for NLP
tasks because artificially created textual instances
are uninterpretable for human annotators.
We provide proof of concept that generating
highly informative artificial training instances for
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Related work

Membership query synthesis was introduced by
Angluin (1988) and describes a setting where the
model generates new queries instead of selecting
existing ones. Early experiments in image processing (Lang and Baum, 1992), however, showed
that the generated queries are hard to interpret
by human annotators. This holds true even for
recent approaches using Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al., 2014) to
create uncertain instances (Zhu and Bento, 2017;
Huijser and van Gemert, 2017). In contrast to im472
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age processing, discrete domains like natural language do not exhibit a direct mapping from feature
to instance space. Strategies that circumvent this
problem include the search for nearest (observed)
neighbors in feature space (Wang et al., 2015) or
crafting queries by switching words (Awasthi and
Kanade, 2012).
Sentence representation learning (Kiros et al.,
2015; Conneau et al., 2017; Subramanian et al.,
2018; Wang et al., 2019) in combination with new
methods for semi-supervised learning (Kingma
et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017;
Odena, 2016; Radford et al., 2017) have shown
to improve classification tasks by leveraging unlabeled text. Methods based on deep generative
models like GANs or VAEs are able to generate
sentences from any point in representation space.
Mehrjou et al. (2018) use VAEs to learn structural
information from unlabeled data and use it as an
additional criterion in conventional active learning
to make it more robust against outliers and noise.
We use VAEs to generate AL queries from specific regions in latent space. To ensure that the
generated instances are not only informative for
the ML classifier but also meaningful for the human annotator, we adapt the approach of Wang
et al. (2015) (see §3.1). In contrast to their work,
however, we do not sample existing instances from
the pool that are similar to the synthetic ones but
directly generate the new queries. To our best
knowledge, our work is the first to present positive results for Membership Query Synthesis for
text classification.

3
3.1

Figure 1: a) finds Opposite Pair close to the decision boundary. b) identify points close to the decision
boundary.

initial centroids by a factor of 2b . Figure 1a depicts
this process. Then the mid-perpendicular vector of
the Opposite Pair is calculated by using the GramSchmidt process to orthogonalize a random vector zr and normalize its magnitude to λ. The new
point zs = zr + (z+ + z− )/2 is close to the decision boundary and queried for its class. Depending on the receive label the point zs replaces z+ or
z− in the Opposite Pair. This process (Figure 1b)
is repeated until n − b points along the separating
hyperplane are queried.
3.2

VAE for Sentence Generation

The Variational Autoencoder is a generative model
first introduced by Kingma and Welling (2013).
Like other autoencoders, VAEs learn a mapping
qθ (z|x) from high dimensional input x to a low dimensional latent variable z. Instead of doing this
in a deterministic way, the encoder learns the parameters of e.g. a normal distribution. The desired effect is that each area in the latent space has
a semantic meaning and thus samples from p(z)
can be decoded in a meaningful way. The decoder
pθ (x|z), also referred to as dec(z), is trained to reconstruct the input x based on the latent variable
z. In order to approximate θ via gradient descent
the reparametrization trick (Kingma and Welling,
2013) was introduced. This trick allows the gradient to flow through non-deterministic z by separating the discrete sampling operation. Let µ and σ
be deterministic outputs of the encoder qθ (µ, σ|x):

Background
Query Synthesis and Nearest Neighbors

Arbitrary points in feature space are hard to interpret for humans. To evade this problem, Wang
et al. (2015) use the nearest neighbor in a pool of
unlabeled data as a representative which is then
presented to the human annotator. To identify uncertain points along the separating hyperplane of
an SVM the following approach is proposed. First
the location of the decision boundary is approximated by a binary-search like procedure. An initial Opposite Pair (z+ , z− ) is formed by centroid
c+ and centroid c− of positive and negative labeled instances respectively. The mid point zs
is queried and, depending on the annotated label
l, replaces the corresponding zl . This step is repeated b times, reducing the distance between the

z =µ+σ

 where  ∼ N (0, I)

(1)

and is the element-wise product. To prevent the
model from pushing σ close to 0 and thus falling
back to a deterministic autoencoder, the objective
is extended by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver473

gence between prior p(z) and q(z|x):
L(θ; x) = −KL(qθ (z|x)||p(z))
+Eqθ (z|x) [logpθ (x|z)].

(2)

Bowman et al. (2016) apply this idea for sentence generation using an RNN as encoder and decoder. They observe that a strong auto-regressive
language modeling ability in the decoder reduces
the information stored in the latent variable, right
up to a complete collapse of the KL term. They explore different techniques to weaken the decoder,
like word dropout or KL term weight annealing, as
possible solutions. This guarantees a semantically
rich latent variable and good sentence generation
ability. Below, we describe how to combine both
techniques in order to generate meaningful queries
for Membership Query Synthesis.
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Figure 2: a) Instances in corpus are encoded to latent
space. b) Learner fits a hyperplane to separate points.
c) Query points selected by method described in Fig.1.
Decoder translates point in latent space to human readable sequence. Annotator chooses label for instance.

minates when the annotation budget is exhausted.
We refer to this method as gen wang. When nearest neighbor search is used instead, we refer to the
selection method as nn wang.
In addition, we explore a method, gen uniform,
where step b) in Figure 1 is reduced to generating
only one midperpendicular vector with a magnitude drawn from a uniform distribution. In each
iteration this vector will point to a random direction with a different magnitude, selecting diverse
points close to the hyperplane. The maximum
magnitude is set in a way
√ that the resulting point
is not further away than k from the origin. Similar to above we refer to this method as nn uniform
when using nearest neighbor search. The number
of possible directions along the hyperplane grows
with the size of the latent variable. With this modification we expect to explore more diverse points
than following the same direction for several steps.

Active Learning Schedule

We train a Variational Autoencoder on an unlabeled corpus of sentences. The text classification
task is performed on a binary sentiment dataset
split into training, development and test set. As depicted in Figure 2, the sentences in the classification dataset are vectorized using the VAE encoder
which generates the latent variable z for each sentence x. This is done deterministically by dropping the σ term in Equation 1, further referred to
as z = enc(x).
Next, a Learner is trained to fit a linear hyperplane to separate the positive from the negative instances. We use the procedure described in §3.1
to select new query points for AL. But instead of
searching for the nearest neighbor in the pool, we
decode the point x = dec(z) into a human readable sentence which is then handed over to the human annotator. The annotator assigns a binary label to the instance and the next query point is calculated.
One important parameter for active learning determines how many new instances are to be selected in each AL iteration. Wang et al. (2015)
use a predefined number of instances to be selected along the hyperplane. Because we know
that a Gaussian prior is imposed on the feature space, we instead stop the selection process
when the magnitude of zs exceeds the expectation.
The expected distance of a point sampled from
the
Gaussian prior to the origin is
q k-dimensional
√
E[χ2k ] = k. Then the schedule restarts, learning a new decision boundary, and ultimately ter-
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Experiments

In this section we want to explore how the ability to generate human readable sentences from arbitrary points in the feature space affects active
learning performance. We compare our approach
to a number of baselines (§5.3), where in each experiment we select/generate 500 instances, present
them to a human annotator to get a label and evaluate the performance of each setting in a sentiment classification task. We start the active learning process with two utterances in the seed set,
namely ’good movie’ and ’bad movie’. The classifier is trained to separate instances with positive
sentiment from negative ones. The human anno474

Parameter
vocabulary size
RNN cell size
embedding size
latent variable size
dropout
dropword
learning rate
epochs

Value
20.000
512
512
50
0.3
0.5
0.005
20

ding weights with the softmax weights of the output layer (Press and Wolf, 2016). To prevent posterior collapse we use logistic annealing of the KL
term weight and weaken the decoder by applying word dropout with probability 0.5 (Bowman
et al., 2016). The model is trained using the Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial
learning rate of 0.005. Once the KL term weight
is close to 1, the learning weight is linearly decreased to 0. The training stops after 20 epochs
and the latent variable z has k = 50 dimensions.
The trained VAE achieves a reconstruction loss of
45.3 and KL divergence of 13.2 on the SST2 training set.

Table 1: Training parameters for the Variational Autoencoder.

tator can skip neutral or uninterpretable instances.
These skip actions also count towards the annotation budget.
5.1

Learner The Learner is an SVM1 with linear
kernel. Each instance is represented as the latent
variable z learned by the autoencoder. The latent
variable is a vector with 50 dimensions and the
SVM is trained on this representation. We calculate classification performance on the reduced
SST2 test set and report F1-scores.

Data

The data used in our experiments comes from two
sources, (i) the SST2 (Socher et al., 2013) and (ii)
SAR14 (Nguyen et al., 2014). We limit sentence
length to a maximum of 15 words. This is motivated by lower training times and the tendency of
vanilla VAEs not to perform well on longer sentences (Shen et al., 2019).

Generator The generator is the decoder of the
VAE described above. Once a point z in feature
space is selected, it is used as the input of the
decoder x = dec(z) which generates the human
readable sentence x in an autoregressive way.

Sentiment task SST2 (Socher et al., 2013) is
a binary sentiment classification dataset compiled
from rottentomatoes.com. As we only consider
sentences with up to 15 words, the sizes of the
training, development and test sets are 3103, 380
and 814 instances, respectively.

5.3

We compare our approach to Membership Query
Synthesis for text classification to four baselines.
The first baseline selects instances from the pool
by random choice. The least confidence baseline computes the distance of the instances in the
pool to the separating hyperplane and chooses
the one closest to the hyperplane. The third and
fourth baseline follow the procedure described in
§4 but search for the nearest neighbor (nn uniform,
nn wang) instead of synthesising the exact query
point. Nearest neighbor is defined by the minimal
euclidean distance between the query point and the
latent representation of the pool instance.

Sentence pool The active learning pool consists
of 1.2M unique sentences from the SAR14 dataset
(Nguyen et al., 2014). SAR14 contains 234k
movie reviews from IMDB. The data is annotated
on review level, which prevents us from removing single neutral sentences. Although the datasets
stem from different sources, there is a small overlap. These sentences are removed from the pool.
5.2

Baselines

Training

5.4

Variational Autoencoder Table 1 lists the parameter used for the VAE. For training we limit
the vocabulary of the VAE to the top 20k words.
Encoder and decoder RNN have layer normalized (Ba et al., 2016) LSTM cells (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) with size 512. As additional
regularization we set weight dropout to 0.3 (Srivastava et al., 2014). Input embeddings are also
of size 512, which allows us to share the embed-

Annotation

The instances selected or generated by any model
or baseline are annotated manually by one human
coder.2 Although the pool data has labels on the
review level, we do not use these labels in our experiments. Positive reviews can include negative
1

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html
2
The first author of this paper.
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Figure 3: F1-Score as a function of annotation steps
(including skipped queries). Averaged over 3 runs.

Figure 4: F1-scores as a function of annotation time.
Results averaged over 3 runs.

sentences and vice versa. This means that using
document-level labels would introduce noise and
might impair the baselines. During each of the
three experimental runs, all models and baselines
are annotated simultaneously by the same person.
The annotator is presented with one instance at a
time and has no information which of the models
has produced each particular instance. Once a label is selected, it is transmitted to the corresponding model and triggers the selection/generation of
the next instance. Thus, at any given time there is
one unlabeled instance for each model or baseline.
From this set of unlabeled instances, one instance
is chosen randomly and presented to the annotator. This procedure is repeated until 500 instances
are labeled for each model or baseline. Hiding the
instance source from the annotator is intended to
prevent any bias during the annotation process.

the worst results overall. Overall, gen uniform is
competitive with respect to F1-scores and shows
that sentences generated from points in the feature
space are informative and useful for training a text
classifier.

6
6.1

F-scores as a function of annotation time AL
simulations have often been criticized for reporting unrealistic results, based merely on the number
of annotated instances (see, e.g., Settles (2009),
pp. 37 ff.). It is well known, however, that the
number of annotated instances is often not a good
predictor for the real annotation costs. AL strategies tend to select the hard nuts for human annotators and it is not unreasonable to assume that the
annotation of N instances in an AL setup might
take longer and thus might be more expensive
than annotating the same number of randomly selected instances. Therefore, we also show learning
curves as a function of annotation time (Figure 4).
The results show a clear advantage for the generation models. The reduction in annotation time
is due to shorter query length and less neutral or
noisy instances, as shown in Table 2. This speeds
up the annotation by a significant margin while
providing the Learner with informative instances,
despite their short length.
Figure 5 shows that the length of generated instances increase over time and further exploration
also hints that the generated length is correlated
with the length of the sentences in the seed set.
As listed in Table 2, the random baseline reveals
that 36.8 percent of sentences in the pool are neutral/artifacts and positive sentences outweigh negative ones by a factor of 2.6. This means that
random sampling results in unbalanced datasets
with far more positive examples. Our generation

Results and Analysis
Classification Performance

F-scores as a function of annotated instances
Figure 3 shows learning curves for the different
AL strategies and baselines as a function of the
number of annotation instances added to the training data. The random and least conf baselines
perform reasonably well. Least conf struggles
in the beginning, likely attributed to the minimal
seed set. Once enough instances are labeled it
catches up. Gen uniform has a strong start but,
after around 200 instances, is outperformed by the
nearest neighbor approaches which yield the highest F1-scores. Among the nearest neighbor approaches, the uniform schedule ranks better than
wang. The same behaviour is observed for the
generation methods, although gen wang produces
476

gen uniform
gen wang
nn uniform
nn wang
least conf
random

% skips
28.1
20.9
34.2
35.8
39.0
36.8

M sec
1.4
1.9
4.1
4.1
4.2
4.1

M len
4
5
9
10
10
9

p/n
1.7
1.2
1.9
2.4
2.1
2.6

Table 2: Percentage of skips (neutral or noisy sentences); Median annotation time in seconds; Median
number of words in query; Ratio of positive to negative
labels.
Figure 5: Development of average length of selected/generated instances as more instances are annotated.

prototypical positive and negative instances. Example 7 is ambiguous, caused by the decoder generating an unknown (UNK) token at the position
where one would normally expect an evaluative
adjective. We see this as an indicator that the
point is positioned close to the hyperplane and
thus the sentiment of the latent variable is ambiguous. We also observe instances with UNK token
which still express a sentiment, as seen in Example 8 an 9. This can be interpreted as a placeholder
for a named entity or, in other cases, a specifier
like movie genre and does not impact the annotation process.

method does not show this disadvantage. In contrast, the generated instances maintain a more balanced distribution of class labels and are less likely
to be skipped. These are indicators that the selected points are close to the hyperplane and the
VAE is able to generate coherent and highly informative sentences from them.
6.2

Computational Complexity

To assure a seamless annotation procedure, the
supply of new instances has to be reasonably fast.
The generation and selection of the next instance
is dependant on the label of the previous instance.
Because of this, there is no way to pre-fetch the
next instance in the background and the annotator
has to wait for the selection/generation process to
finish before the next instance is presented for annotation. However, the runtime for pool-based AL
methods is increasing with the pool’s size. In contrast, the generation method presented in this work
does not have this limitation.
The least confidence baseline has a complexity
of O(n) where n is the number of instances in the
pool. The complexity of nearest neighbor search
without any approximation techniques like preclustering is also O(n). Query generation from
an exact point with the decoder has a complexity
of O(m) where m is the length of the sentence and
n >> m. Because sentences have a natural length
limit and in this work are capped to 15 words, one
could argue that the complexity is O(1).
6.3

To explore the ability of the model to generate
unseen instances we calculate the percentage of instances not seen in the pool. We only look at instances with an annotated sentiment label, because
skipped examples often include noise and thus are
unlikely to be present in the pool. 41 and 51 percent of labeled instances are newly generated by
gen uniform and gen wang respectively. This provides more evidence that the model is capable of
generating new and informative instances.

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Instance
the acting is excellent
powerful and moving
this movie is very enjoyable
a complete mess
nothing spectacular
absolutely terrible !
the plot is UNK
well done by UNK
the UNK is a disappointment

Label
1
1
1
0
0
0
skip
1
0

Generated Instances
Table 3: Example instances generated by gen uniform.
Label 1 for positive and 0 for negative class.

Table 3 shows examples of generated instances using the gen uniform method. Example 1-6 show
477

Figure 6: Plot of the 2 most important dimensions
of selected/generated instances in latent space. Gray
points indicate negative, black points positive labels.
The blue square denotes ’bad movie’ and the red cross
’good movie’.

6.4

Figure 7: Distribution of euclidean distances between
z before and ẑ after re-encoding during gen uniform.

encoded to ẑ = enc(x). With the same amount of
instances, this model performs much worse than
gen uniform, indicating that point ẑ still preserves
some of the informativeness of z. We thus assume
that the closer ẑ is to selected point z, the better
the generation based active learning schedules will
work.

Latent Space

To further analyze the behavior of the different AL
strategies, we apply dimensionality reduction and
visualize the instances in latent space (Figure 6).
The two largest absolute coefficients of the
trained SVM’s linear kernel identify the most important dimensions. Figure 6 plots the points, represented by theses two dimensions, selected by
different active learning schedules. The generated
instances lie densely around the seed points, while
pool instances are more distributed. In gen wang
one can see how the instances are loosely following one direction similar to Figure1.
As indicated in Figure 2 a pool instance is represented as z = enc(x). The same is true for
the instances in the development, test and seed
set. For the generated instances there are two options. If z is a point selected in feature space and
x = dec(z) is the decoded query sequence, the annotated instance can either be represented as z or
as ẑ = enc(x). In a perfect VAE z and ẑ should
be nearly identical. In practice however ẑ ends
up at a different location in feature space. Figure 7 depicts the distribution of distances between
z and ẑ generated with the gen uniform method.
We observe that models trained on ẑ perform better than those trained on z, presumably because
the test instances are represented the same way.
To evaluate if ẑ is still an informative point and
not just positioned randomly in feature space, we
train a model on actual randomly sampled points.
The sampled point z ∼ N (0, I) is decoded to
query sequence x, labeled and subsequently re-
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Discussion

Related work in the context of semi-supervised
learning has focused on developing methods to
generate synthetic training instances for different
tasks (Sennrich et al., 2016; Hayashi et al., 2018;
Alberti et al., 2019; Winata et al., 2019), in order
to accelerate the learning process. Sennrich et al.
(2016) create artificial training instances for machine translation, using monolingual data paired
with automatic back-translations. Their work obtains substantial improvements for several languages and has triggered many follow-up studies
that apply the idea of back-translation to different
tasks.
For example, Hayashi et al. (2018) augment the
training data for attention-based end-to-end automatic speech recognition with synthetic instances,
and Winata et al. (2019) generate artificial training examples to improve automatic speech recognition on code-switching material. Alberti et al.
(2019) use a large number of synthetic instances to
pre-train a Question Answering (QA) model that
is then fine-tuned on the target QA dataset. Their
approach results in significant improvements over
models that are trained without the synthetic datapoints.
While these studies show that huge amounts of
synthetic training data can crucially improve the
478

tive learning queries from latent space. The classification performance for the generated instances is
competitive with pool-based active learning strategies and outperforms other AL strategies with regard to annotation cost (time) and computational
complexity.
The main advantage of Membership Query Synthesis for active learning is that it allows us to
target specific points along the separating hyperplane and thus to provide the classifier with information on specific areas of uncertainty in the
data space. While pool-based active learning has
the same objective, Membership Query Synthesis
gives us a more precise tool to explore the data
space and to generate exactly those instances that
we need, making MQS a promising approach for
future work in active learning.

learning process, our approach uses a different
paradigm. Instead of generating millions of synthetic data points, our method is data-lean and only
needs a few hundred instances to improve the classifier. Another difference is that we do not rely on
automatically generated labels but use human annotations instead. Due to the practical constraints
of the active learning process, we need to keep the
training time short enough so that the human annotator does not have to wait for the next set of
instances to annotate. This rules out the use of
computation-intensive models and large training
sets. Given that we use an SVM for classification,
we do not expect a strong effect for adding large
numbers of additional training instances, given
that the majority of those data points will not be
positioned close to the decision boundary.
One of the main drawbacks of our work is its
limitation to binary sentence classification. However, multi-class classification in an one-vs-rest
schema is compatible with our method and worth
further exploration. Another interesting direction
for future work is the synthesis of data for more
complex tasks like Natural Language Inference
(NLI) or QA. This, however, requires modifications to the structure of the autoencoder and exceeds the scope of this work.
Membership Query Synthesis might also be an
interesting approach for tasks where the automatic
extraction of large amounts of unlabelled data is
not straight-forward. One example that comes
to mind is the detection of offensive language or
’hate speech’, where we have to deal with highly
unbalanced training sets with only a small number
of positive instances, and attempts to increase this
number have been shown to result in systematically biased datasets (Davidson et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2019). Table 2 suggests that the generator produces instances with a more balanced
class ratio (1.7 and 1.2) than the pool data (2.6)
it was trained on. It might be worthwhile to explore whether the generation of synthetic training
instances can help to mitigate the problem to select instances from both classes in an highly imbalanced data pool.
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